INTERSTATE AND INTERNATIONAL PROVISION OF SERVICES, PRODUCT, TRAINING AND SUPPORT

Over the years we have provided audits, consults, supply and training to interstate clients and abroad.
Our flexibility and ability to bring staff and equipment cross state and get stuck straight into a whole of rail network audit,
provide training for 40 Police or guest speak at a international crime prevention conference is all part of what we do.
Regardless of location we can offer up all services, product and training. Our database and analysis services reaches across
many states and countries with many long term contractor app users and daily analysis, particularly through Southern
Californian Cities and Police departments.
Distance is no constraint to us and we enjoy the experience of learning more about cities and their issues no matter how
large or small, or where they are situated.
Whether your a large metropolis, Rail network or a small township, within a larger city we are more than open to provision
of audit services, setting up “whole of network” app and data use, or simple supply and train in our equipment.
Feel more than welcome in contacting us, discussing your issues, and we can look to provide as much preliminary advise
and options you require.

PROVIDING INTERSTATE OR INTERNATIONAL AUDITS
Some might think it too difficult for us to provide such a detailed process and still be able to bring in the same end results
we offer our local cities and Police.
We pride ourselves to be 100% mobile and can readily bring staff, equipment and knowledge to your city no matter where
you are located.
We familiarise ourselves through initial discussions and meetings before works start and from there the processes we put
into play follow on no differently from a closer to home audit.
Basic costs of accomodation and travel apply but are typically only a minimal amount to cover these on costs.
All the benefits of the ongoing app use, analysis works and other components are provisioned readily as it is predominantly
electronic.
For interstate or abroad clients if they want to have the full shut down process put into place, we provide training during
the audit works to allow key staff to have full knowledge in deployment and set up of equipment you plan to purchase.
Alternatetly we can travel monthly to site to renew sites and conduct the same maintenance and movement works if you
prefer. In most cases we would suggest a month at one location maximum, then move the units to new sites.
TRAINING AND CONFERENCE WORKS.
We have travelled extensively during the course of providing training for law enforcement , cities and providing audits and
other works.
Training for international law enforcement is provided on purchase of equipment to an agreed level. Where possible our
local agents can provide training for smaller purchases. This may incur a small fee dependant on the respective agents.
Conference speaking we welcome as our knowledge base is broad and we pride ourselves on having some solid evidence
providing methods that are proven to cut costs, cut offender numbers and if you wish, restore the city back to a more
acceptable aesthetic.
ONGOING DATA ENTRY AND ANALYSIS FROM THE FIELD (Interstate and abroad)
Our readers are among the best available and are court tested. Most have over 10 years experience with several having
gang reading experience for many years. Our work at linking and associating leads to social media investigations which in
turn lead to warrants for your law enforcement.
All our transmission of data from the removal crew to our readers is live from the app. Our attention to your data sees a
short turn around and instant reporting ability on any apprehensions.
INITIAL CONSULTATIONS
We openly invite cities or their LEO’s to make contact and transarently discuss their graffiti and anti social behavior issues.
Every city s completely different and each approach has to be tailored to bring the best end results.
Through the initial discussions it will bring a mutual awareness of various components anticipated success. After these
initial discussions it will hopefully pave the way to moving forward to getting some solid change into place as quickly as
possible regardless of your location.
OTHER CLIENT TYPES NEEDS SERVED
If your interest is from a rail, freeway, retail or construction perspective, similarly we can provide all the required
consultations, site visits and discussion to hone in on your exact tailored needs and your specific issues be it theft,
vandalism or other situation.

